DOWNLOAD PDF VANITY LICENSE PL8S
Chapter 1 : Florida Plates: BMW / Mini Cooper Collection
THOUSANDS more plates available! Just click on a category at left or right. Each of our genuine license plates is unique
please do not order more than one copy of the same plate.

Added this low numbered Collectible Vehicle plate image which was provided by Michael Wiener. As stated
in the earlier post, the far left plate may have been used as the front plate while the rear plate has the 1 serial
number in the center. Jordan Irazabal sends this current Passenger Vanity plate on the www base. While these
three plate do not currently have a historical significance, they are the last three variations of school bus plates
were originally introduced back in Version 8 SB prefix on yellow on blue base still needs to be added to the
page. Updated this Version 14 Motor Vehicle Business plate. This was the last of this series of plates, and is
one of a few M. Business plates without an embossed date. Business plates continued to be revalidated until
the plate changeover in or These plates were made in 4- and 5-digit formats. No alpha characters were used.
And yet another format variation on School Vehicle plates. This is the 6th or 7th variation on this plate type
since the start of the www plates. Click the link above to see a description of all variants. Still need an image
of a plate in the SV to SV range. While the plate is not current based on the stickers, the plate format is still in
use. Today these plates are increasingly rare. A new section has been added, called Historic Plate Documents.
If anyone has anything along this line PA only that you would be willing to share, I am looking for other
similar material to include. The far left plate may have been used as the front plate while the rear plate has the
1 serial number in the center. First image of the new Penn State University plate. This image came courtesy of
Clayton Moore. This plate was purchase very shortly after the plate introduction and already the number is at
Also added this Veteran plate. Spotted this not-so-official Farm Use plate on the road today. Some farm trucks
use made up plates to indicate that the vehicle actually has a Farm Vehicle Exemption. Since the official
sticker is small and placed in an inconspicuous place, many farm trucks use some type of plate to indicate that
they have a farm exemption. Without any plate they invite curious police officers to question the apparent lack
of some type of credential. Added what I believe is a 77 base School Bus with a July 82 sticker. It appears that
the 77 blue on yellow base was the start of SB series. There was no 71 School Bus base. At the time the 68
base was used until the 72 base came out. Added a pair of sample images of Permanent Trailer plates to the
Plate History page. Over the years PA produced samples of almost every type of plate. Click the link for
additional information and more images. The image was provided by Jordan Irazabal. The plates are not new
to this website, but the owner, Eric Conner, provided nicer images. Two more School Bus plates have been
added to the Plate History page. At first glance the plates may not look all that different, but the older plate
still retains the vestiges of the state map outline, while on the other plate the map has been replaced with an
embossed border. The Lima Fire Company has been added to the growing list of fire agencies with specialty
plates. LF seems to be a popular suffix. The use of the 2 in the numerical prefix position can be explained. See
the Plate Coding page for more. This Bus is wearing a plate that should have been replaced back in My best
guess on the continued use of the old base is that when PA did re-plate, it was on a number-for-number basis.
So the new plates had the same number as the old plates. Those numbers at the time were within the range of
BA and BA The replacements while sporting the same number, were minus the dash separator, BA and BA
Beginning at BA the dashes were again reinstated. These images were provided by Bruce Bufalini. So how do
some get plates with special low numbers? I asked a member of our PA Legislature Dick Stevenson who was
seen getting his picture taken with one of these low numbered plates. He did not answer me. I have asked
PennDOT a similar question and I was provided with a bunch of stonewalling and doubletalk, but no answer.
So much for transparency in government, so much for right to know. Updated my very poor image of a
National MS Society plate with this one. I got the image from a reference website where the image was
attributed to Tiger Joe Sallmen. This seems to be part of a pair of plates for that year. This plate was likely the
front plate while the rear plate has the 1 serial number in the center. Click the text link above to see both
plates. Spotted this nice PA Choose Life plate. Here are images of two different greyhound organizational
plates. The plate on the far left is Going Home Greyhounds , and the other is National Greyhound Adoption
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Program , which is also the current high. This is version 3 of the series. These were issued in 4-digit and
5-digit formats. Added this Inauguration plate from Eric Conner on far left, and updated this Inaugural , also
fro Eric. These plate images are from Eric Conner. Continuing with the run of M. Business plates beginning in
, and brings the total to 14 versions or variations of this plate type. The image on the far left may have come
from an auction website, so the current plate ownership is unknown, however, comparing it to the center left
image of another plate from Eric Conner shows that the colors on the raised loaf section are reversed. Could
this have been the front plate while the others were used on the rear? School Bus has been started as new
category on the Plate History page, thanks to some images from Clayton Moore. Here are the first two years of
this plate type with more to come. Added these images of and M. So far there are nine different years of this
plate type posted on the Plate History page, plus one year with two variations. More of this series to come.
This image is also from Chuck. Although this photo may not show it, this plate is unique. Instead of the glass
beaded reflectorized yellow paint used on standard issue and state made booster plates at that time period, this
plate has gold leaf paint on the embossed areas. An impressive plate when seen in person. Casey served from
January to January Chuck Harrington provided this image of a Foreign Consul plate on a 65 base with a 69
sticker. Click the link to read more about these plates. The plate helped establish that plates in that range are a
continuation of what I refer to as Format 2. I am trying to establish at what point plates switched to Format 3.
One of the goals of this website is to identify variations within plate types, and determine at which serial
number each change takes place. If anyone has a disabled plate in their collection between DV and DV, please
contact me. Eric Conner, who has provided the images, suggests that the far left image was the front plate,
while the rear plate had the validation sticker.
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Chapter 2 : VanityPL8S - Custom Vanity License Plate T-Shirts!
drew's vanity license plate collection MY PRIORITY PLATES ARE "PL8S" or "DREW" and related vanities (no numbers,
except for the "8" in PL8S.) (I know BORT isn't really a word, but I'm a Simpsons fan, and if you've seen the show, you'll
catch the reference!).

Photo Illustration by Slate. Use the arrows to view them. Not all states were forthcoming. Wyoming sounded
downright embarrassed. Like many states, Utah reserves the right not to issue plates that its Division of Motor
Vehicles deems inappropriate, either because the plate is obscene, offensive, or otherwise untoward. But most
of the rules are a bit vaguer, leaving it to state officials to know an offensive plate when they see one. But
some drivers have fought back. In a citizen in North Dakota who had previously held the plate HONKY made
an official appeal to the North Dakota Department of Transportation after being denied the plate when trying
to reregister it. The appeal was successful on the grounds that it was in reference to honky-tonk music. A man
in New Mexico argued, through his attorney, that his rejected plate IB6UB9 was not sexual innuendo but an
inside joke, about gambling. Anaya was at a casino with an acquaintance playing roulette, and during the
course of the roulette game the comment was made by Mr. Does the message contain FU? The sample of
plates denied by Utah for nonadministrative reasonsâ€”that is, not because they were too long, or already
takenâ€”was released in , and it has some unknown qualities to it. Citing a computer system upgrade since the
list was generated, a representative from the state told me it was not possible to determine the dates the
document covers. But several of the categories would seem to overlap. The state does not specify the
differences between the Vulgar, Profane, Obscene, and Sex Reference categories, for example, and plates
seem to be sorted into them in arbitrary fashion: Though not ideal for analysis, the categories do provide a
general sense of the kinds of mischief Utah drivers have tried and failed to get into: Of course, these statistics
only tell us how many plates of each type were actually caught; there is no way of knowing how many
uncouth plates in each category were submitted. Only with complete license plate records which are not public
information could we know how many plates with drug references slipped by the workers in the Utah state
government. Follow him on Twitter.
Chapter 3 : PL8S SPOTTD -- The Dictionary of Custom License Plate Terms
Fully customized vanity license plate t-shirts. Â© VANITY PL8S All Rights Reserved.

Chapter 4 : Vanity License Plate
vanity_pl8s Follow. 38 posts; Vanity Plates Follow for funny & unique vanity/personalized license plates! DM to submit!
DM to ask that your plate be removed.

Chapter 5 : PA PLATES (Pennsylvania License Plates)
Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

Chapter 6 : School Bus license plates for sale | calendrierdelascience.com
The Personal Stories Behind Vanity License Plates, calls himself the "world's greatest expert on vanity plate meanings."
Cowhey traveled the U.S., stopping total strangers to hear their stories.

Chapter 7 : Vanity Plates (@vanity_pl8s) â€¢ Instagram photos and videos
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Vanity_Pl8s. 76 likes. Vanity Pl8s help people spread the word.

Chapter 8 : Vanity license plates for sale | calendrierdelascience.com
Get Textbooks on Google Play. Rent and save from the world's largest eBookstore. Read, highlight, and take notes,
across web, tablet, and phone.

Chapter 9 : DREW'S U.S. FORM license plate checklist
about FDR, and about vanity license plates. Fryburg and Lonce invented VANITY LICENSE PL8S DAY, and decided
that it should be celebrated on April 1st. Fryburg and.
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